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1 Panavia Tornado is a family of twin-engine, variable-sweep wing multirole combat aircraft,

jointly developed and manufactured by Italy, the United Kingdom, and West Germany.

before contests, get to the venues, and most importantly, be in the
right headspace before a training or competition ight.

Prior to ying to the U.S. Nationals, Luke and I decided to do a 
training camp with Aaron in Algona, Iowa. We got to Algona and  
ew some goal-oriented practice ights to try and x one gure at a
time. From sunrise to sunset, we spent time brieng, ying, and 
debrieng, then repeating it over at least once. The evenings were 
spent exploring what this quaint little town had to oer. At the end of 
three days, it felt as though my aerobatic ying had received a huge
revamp and denitely made me better prepared for the U.S. Nationals.

Without a doubt, the mecca of aerobatics, the U.S. Nationals did 
not disappoint. Our arrival in Salina, Kansas, was a culmination of a 
dream that took ve years to materialize. Seeing the amount of talent
on display in Salina and being surrounded by some of the greatest 
names in the sport made my Salina experience a total success.

After our rst ight in the box at Salina, I knew I had done it.  
It took a lot of work to get here, but it had happened: I had become
the rst Indian pilot to dive into the box at the U.S. Nationals in the 
Sportsman category. Each ight at the U.S. Nationals was epic, and it 
felt amazing to be competing with some of the best names in the sport.

It has been a rewarding journey so far, and I am certain it will
continue to be amazing. It feels great to be representing my country  
in Canada and the United States, and I look forward to continuing. 
Aerobatics is pure joy and increases command on all axes of ight!  

Atamvir Singh Multani has 3,200 hours of total ight time. He has own a King Air 200, 

an Extra 300L, and a Beechcraft Travel Air. Currently, he is transitioning between jobs and 

undergoing type training for the Boeing 737. His goal in aerobatics is to represent India at the 

World Aerobatic Championships at some point.

Atamvir trained with Canadian Advanced Team Captain Luke Penner in the Extra 300L.

Atamvir eels pure joy as he realizes his dream to be the rst pilot
rom India to fy in the Sportsman category at the U.S. Nationals.

Getting some coaching rom Aaron McCartan, U.S. Advanced Team
member.


